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Chicory Cooking Notes 
COMPILED BY JOSH VOLK, SLOW HAND FARM 
 
These are my personal notes on chicory preparations I had while on the January 2020 
#radicchioexpedition. I’ve shared these notes with other members of the trip and they’ve made 
additions in some cases. 
 
Photos in this PDF were taken by farm photographer Shawn Linehan. You can see extensive 
galleries of photos from our trip and buy prints on her website at:  
https://shawnlinehan.photoshelter.com/gallery-collection/2020-Radicchio-Expedition-to-
Italy/C0000BWPpSV0dxis 
 
I’ve written a separate set of notes on the growing techniques I saw on my recent trip to Italy. 
This PDF is mainly focused on culinary uses.  
 

 
1  An example of some of the range of radicchio types offered by Levantia Seed from the right: Palla rosa, Castelfranco, Verona, 
"Verosa", Lusia, and Palla bianca. 
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First, a little primer on types and characteristics: 
Radicchio (pronounced ra-di-key-oh, or in Friuli dialect ra-di-chi-oh or ra-dich) – species intybus 
Under this are numerous types and I’ll break them into broader categories. 
 
Types with thick white center ribs: Treviso Tardivo, Treviso Precoce, Verona, Bruxelles (Begian 
endive) – for the most part these are all deep red except for the Bruxelles which is pale yellow. 
There is a newer variety that is pink and similar in shape to Verona. 
Treviso Tardivo, typically just called Tardivo, has long narrow leaves and does not form a tight 
head. 
Treviso Precoce, typically just called Treviso, is an elongated tight head. 
Verona is rounder than Treviso and not typically as tight. There are Tardivo and Precoce (late 
and early) types, with the later type appearing rounder and the earlier type appearing pointier. 
In all types there are multiple varieties and variations so this doesn’t always hold true. 
Bruxelles looks very much like a small, pointy, pale-yellow Treviso. These are not typically Italian 
but they are in the same species and culinarily they could be used similarly. 
 
Round heading types with flatter leaves: Chioggia – these come in variations of red (rosso), 
green and red speckeled (variegato), and pale green (bianco) 
Chioggia is probably the most commonly available radicchio and if you’ve only seen one this is 
probably it – looking a little like a small, red cabbage or iceberg lettuce. 
 
Open types: Castelfranco, Lusia – both of these were commonly referred to as variegato and are 
typically speckled. Lusia has a smoother leaf margin and tighter, heavier head, but they are 
often used and sold interchangeably. In some cases you’ll see these with a tighter head, but in 
Italy they are usually pulled open to display the cream colored interior leaves. 
 
Loaf types: Pan di Zucchero (Sugarloaf) and Cicoria Bianca di Milano – I’ve only ever seen Pan di 
Zucchero but I’ve seen reference in multiple places to these being similar varieties. They are 
large, pale green, and range from fat batard to skinny baguette shaped heads. The leaves are 
very crisp and mild. 
 
Green heads: Cicoria Capotta or Mantovano – I’ve only seen these in the market and they 
appear to be a slightly elongated round head with thicker leaves, somewhat similar to Verona. 
 
Rosette types: Rosa di Gorizia or Isontina, Canarino, Grumulo – Isontina is the more generic 
name for the red rose shaped radicchio that is perhaps more commonly known as Gorizia. The 
name Gorizia is reserved for ones specifically grown in the Gorizia area. Canarino is a yellow 
version of the same type. These are all “forced and blanched” meaning the last phase of 
growing is out of the ground and in the absence of light which makes them paler and more 
tender. Grumulo is similar in shape, but there are both rosso and verde types (red and green) 
and you might also see bionda (blonde) which is paler green. Grumulo is not forced. 
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Cutting leaf type: Catalogna, Zuccherina di Trieste – Catalogna looks very similar to wild 
dandelion but it is in the intybus species. There is also a more southern version called 
Puntarelle which is harvested for the flower shoots, looking a bit like dwarfed, clumping 
asparagus. There are numerous variations on the leaf shape, but all are long with a pronounced 
center rib. Zuccherina has small, round leaves with little rib that are cut like salad mix. 
 
Indivia (in the US these are called endives) - species indivia  
There are two main types, Riccia and Scarole – curly and escarole. In the US we typically call 
curly “frisée.” These are both used primarily as salad greens. 
 
 
All of the chicories can be eaten raw or cooked. They can also all have some level of bitterness, 
sweetness, crunchiness, toughness and stringiness. In general, cold, primarily in growing 
conditons, increases sweetness and crunchiness and reduces bitterness, but there are other 
factors as well, such as the way the plants were fertilized and irrigated, the soil they are grown 
on, and the conditions they have been stored in. Outer leaves tend to be tougher and stringier, 
and inner growth is more tender. When the plants are harvested typically all of the outer 
growth is removed, but sometimes a few leaves are left on to protect the inner leaves during 
transport.  
 
When I am sampling the quality of leaves on a head of chicory I typically taste the bottom of the 
outmost leaf’s rib first. If this is good the rest should be good as well. The rib is actually my 
favorite part, being the crunchiest and sweetest part (and also the most bitter). On many of the 
chicories part of the root is left attached. Both the root and the center core can be quite tasty, 
especially when cooked, but even raw. 
 

Preparations 
The following are notes on the preparations I saw on 
the trip, as well as a few recipes. 

Day 1 – Arrive in Bologna 
The first food in Bologna was a bit of chicory salad in the 
afternoon, ordered at a wine bar where a number of 
members of the group had gathered just after landing. It 
was very simple, just torn leaves with a white vinaigrette 
if I remember correctly. Throughout the trip this was a 
common way I saw a chicories used, and I wasn’t 
particularly paying attention to that one but it could have 
been any number of types. 
 
In the evening the entire group (more than 20 growers, 
chefs, journalists and organizers) convened at Forno 
Brisa for appetizers, pizza, wine and pannetone for 

2 Forno Brisa pizza. The one on the left has 
radicchio and cheese. 
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dessert. I don’t have close notes but I vaguely remember radicchio showing up as a topping on 
some of the pizzas, chopped and baked, probably covered in olive oil.  
 
 
Day 2 – Tour of Levantia Seeds in Rovigo 
Between tours of producers who they work with and their own trial fields, Levantia Seed put 
out an incredibly elaborate display of radicchios as centerpieces, as well as treating us to a wide 
variety of appetizers and a full lunch made with their radicchios and winter squashes.  

 
Radicchio was used in many of the appetizers, often with just a piece of leaf as an accent, or in 
little cream cheese sandwiches chopped finely. For the first course they served Risotto with 
radicchio, gorgonzola and walnuts. Radicchio risotto was something I had several times and 
seemed to be a typical preparation – risotto al radicchio rosso. Here’s my translation of a recipe 
for the dish out of an Italian guide to chicory production that was given to me by an Italian 
Farmer: 
 
Risotto al radicchio Rosso di Verona 
300 gm. Arborio rice 
300 gm. Radicchio 
Half an onion 
80 gm. Cheese (pasta filata is specified which would be something like mozzarella or provolone) 
200 ml. red wine 
A pat of butter 
Grated parmesan 
Olive oil 
Salt 
 

3 One of the most unusual preparations I tasted was 
radicchio used to color and top these savory cup cakes 
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Slice up the radicchio and wash and dry it. Chop the onion and saute that in the bottom of a pot 
with oil. Add the radicchio and wilt it for a minute before adding the rice and toasting that. Add 
the wine and cook until it has evaporated. Add boil broth in small amounts, stirring frequently 
until the rice is cooked. Season with salt. Turn off the heat and add the butter and cubed cheese 
and stir in a few more minutes. Serve and sprinkle with parmesan to taste. 
 
The main course was accompanied by baked radicchio (Radicchio al forno), another typical 
preparation where wedges, or slices of radicchio are simply baked in a hot oven, often with 
olive oil and salt. For the dessert course we were served a traditional radicchio cake from 
Chioggia – Torta al radicchio. This is a fairly plain, low cake, made with amaretti and chopped 
radicchio mixed into the batter and topped with powdered sugar. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
It’s not a chicory recipe but one of my favorite things I had on the trip was a very simple, dense, 
custardy cake they had in addition to the radicchio cake. They were kind enough to share the 
recipe through their Instagram account @levantiaseedsrl and I’ve copied it here as they wrote 
it out but first some  notes: I think they may have actually misspelled the name and it might 
actually be Meiassa, a sweet traditionally eaten in that specific area between Christmas and 
Carnival. The Vanity pumpkin is actually more similar to a small hubbard type, you can find it in 
their seed catalog online. 00 yeast flour is probably a fine, self-rising white flour, q.b. means 
quanto basta or as much as is needed,  I’m guessing the vanilla is extract, and that 180 degrees 
is probably in C – which would be 350 F. There were also raisins (most likely soaked in some 
sort of alcohol) in the version we ate: 
 

4 Above: Radicchio al forno, with a bit of grated cheese on the left 
and wrapped on the right.  Right: Torta al radicchio 
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Miassa by grandmother Giuliana: 
Ingredients: 
- 1 Pumpkin Vanity @levantiaseedsrl - A handful of pine nuts - 00 yeast flour 
- sugar q.b. 
- cinnamon q.b 
- one tablespoon aniseed 
- apples or sweet potatoes if in season 
- vanilla aroma. 
 
Preparation: 
Steam the pumpkin and knead it still hot with all the ingredients. 
Pour the dough on a cake tin covered with baking paper previously brushed with oil.  
Once placed in the cake tin, brush the surface with a little oil, sprinkle with sugar and bake at 
180° for 30 minutes.  
 
In the evening a group of us met at Gourmetteria in Padua and I sat next to Andrea Ghedina 
from Smarties.bio, a new seed company. Andrea and I first met in 2014 when he was working at 
T and T  Seed in Chioggia, one of the largest radicchio seed breeders in the world. He has since 
gone on to start his own company and he is from Padua. At the dinner that evening I ordered a 
side dish preparation of Tardivo and it showed up looking almost like a very neatly arranged 
pile of squid.  
 
Andrea told me to it was likely quartered length wise so that pieces of the root would hold the 
leaves together and then boiled to soften in water with vinegar. It was probably then drained 
and patted dry before dressing with oil and balsamic. He told me that he preserves tardivo in 
olive oil in a similar way, boiling with vinegar first and then packing it into jars and filling them 
with olive oil to keep air out (similar to the way we often see artichoke hearts preserved) and 
stores it in a cool spot. He then removes the tardivo as he needs it. 
 
Day 3 – Veneto and Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
Tours of two radicchio growers who couldn’t have been more different – one very focused on 
growing specialty Isontina, Canarino, Tardivo and others for wholesale markets and the other 
growing Verona, Tardivo and Castelfranco Organically for a small CSA. Again we were served 
delicious squash and raisin cake, this one slightly different but equally delicious, as a snack at 
the second farm. 
 
Dinner that evening was at Osteria della Subida near the Slovenian border. Again risotto was 
one of the courses. Not being a meat eater I was lucky to be served a salad of Isontina types, 
nearly whole, with a hard cheese and hard egg grated over it instead of the steak (I think my 
tablemates were a bit jealous). It was not dressed but I added oil and vinegar from the table 
and it was delicious. The small, tender heads were left nearly whole, with roots and all. 
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Day 4 – Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
A tour of an organic farm in Udine in the morning and they recommended a little vegetarian 
café for a quick lunch – Ortofficina. I got the Macco di Fave (a thick fava soup) with Chicoria on 
top – basically sautéed chicory, most likely catalogna or a mix of dark green chicory leaves). I 
also got a radicchio tart which was basically a savory crust with cheese (maybe fresh sheeps 
cheese) and baked with chopped radicchio leaves 
on top, which makes them melt into the cheese. 
Very delicious. 
 
Another farm tour in the afternoon, within sight 
of the Solvenian border, and again we were 
treated to snacks and drinks after, including frico 
(a cheese and potato dish from the region) and 
samples of the beautiful Isontina – called Rosa di 
Gallo in this area.  
 
Dinner at Trattoria di Picchio, which was using 
produce from the farm we had visited in the 
morning. The food was from the Marche, so 
perhaps slightly different preparations from the 
Friuli Venezia Gulia region that we were in. The 
one course with chicories was a salad of 
misticanza (a mix of cut leaves), Rosa di Gorizia, 
hazelnuts, pomegranate and sapa (slow cooked 
and aged grape must).  
 
 

5 Two of the courses at Osteria della Subida: Polenta 
topped with wedges of Gorizia, and risotto similar to 
the recipe offered above. 

6 The salad at Trattoria di Picchio 
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Day 5 – Udine to Mezzolombardo via Treviso 
Day 5 was a transfer day and although we stopped in Treviso for lunch, ironically we didn’t have 
any radicchio that day. 
 
Day 6 – Mezzolombardo 
The official expedition ended with the Giàz, a celebration of winter vegetables at Agricola 
Foradori in Mezzolombardo. Small farms from all over northern Italy came to display chicories 
and other winter vegetables they were growing. They all shared recipes and preparation 
suggestions so I’ll give my rough translations of those here. 
 
L’Orto Felice in Udine – Suggestions for Isontina 
Eat it raw to maximize the crunchy sweetness and to show off it’s beautiful appearance. They 
like to serve it on a hot puree of “cesarins” beans, an old variety that they grow, but you can 
use any thin skinned bean. They add in lemon juice and zest, and tahini, inspired by Lebanese 
hummus.  
The rose can also be cut into sections, or the leaves separated from the roots, and served with a 
lemon vinaigrette.  
If you like you can add raw shrimp or slices of crispy Speck di Sauris 
 
Primo Taio in Trieste – Suggestions for Rosa di Verona 
They recommend making a salad with persimmon, walnuts, olive in oil, an apple cider vinegar 
reduction, oil, salt and pepper.  
Recipe for Chicory Cutlets 
½ lb chicoria 
½ lb chard 
1 onion 
1 garlic clove 
Soft bread cubes 
Grated parmesan 
Bread crumbs 
1 egg 
Herbs (if you like) 
Salt, pepper or pepper flakes 
 
Sautee minced onion and crushed garlic in a large pan. While the onions and garlic are cooking 
thinly slice the chicoria and chard. Once the onions have browned add the greens and cook 
until the moisture has mostly evaporated. Cool the mixture a bit and then add the egg and 
enough cubed bread to make a not too wet consistency (you can substitute boiled or mashed 
potato). Mix well and then let the mix sit in the refrigerator for 2 hours. Remove the mix from 
the fridge and form into balls. Coat the balls in bread crumbs and then place them on a sheet 
pan covered with parchment and brushed with olive oil. Flatten the balls slightly, brush the tops 
with olive oil and then bake them at 350 F, turning them once to brown both sides. 
Good served with yogurt, tomato, or sauce of your choice. 
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Suggestions for White Dandelion 
Taio Primo had forced wild dandelions in a similar style to Belgian endive, giving them nearly 
white, very tender leaves. They recommend searing them in oil and serving them with the 
condiment of your choice (e.g. balsamic, salt, peper, or oil and apple cider vinegar) 
 
 
There were many other farmers at the Giàz as well all of the other recipes they shared are for 
other crops like different types of regional “broccolo” (which is grown for leaves, not flower 
buds), other brassicas, carrots, and cardoon. 
 
Post Expedition - Veneto 
I managed to fit two more farm visits into the few days I had remaining after the Giàz. One was 
on a farm that grows a number of different radicchio and selects their own seed for a stunning 
Verona type. After the tour the Farmer’s sister had made us a very simple snack of sautéed 
Verona – heads simply sliced with the root on to hold the slices together, and cooked until 
browned on the surfaces. She served it with slices of polenta and cheese and wine and it was as 
delicious as anything else I ate on my trip.  
 
That evening I had a simple dinner at the home of the parents of another farmer. A simple 
radicchio salad, lightly dressed and with slices of cheese and bread on the side was served as a 
second course, before the dessert but after the more substantial main course. It felt really good 
to eat a leafy salad where the flavor of the greens was more important than the light 
vinaigrette. And after a heavier main dish it cleared the palate before eating something sweet.  
 
Preparations for the chicories are not complex and for the most part if they are grown well they 
are just as delicious raw as cooked – even with no dressing of any sort. All sorts of chicories are 
becoming more common in the Portland area food scene but to see how ubiquitous they are in 
Italy, and how easily incorporated into meals they are, was inspiring. 
 
 
Cassie Woolhiser (@chicoryweek on Instagram) sent me these additional notes on her 
experiences: 
In Udine, I went to the grocery store and got two interesting things: radicchio pasta and 
radicchio cheese. The pasta like spaghetti alla chitarra but slightly pink due to the 1% radicchio 
ingredient. It didn't have a radicchio flavor, but we cooked it and ate it carbonara style and 
added some roasted brassicas from Andrea's farm (note: Andrea Pitton, the CSA farmer from 
day 3, not Andrea Ghedina from Day 2). 
The cheese was delicious - not salty at all, it was like a mild mozzarella or provolone (definitely 
cow's milk!) with chunks of fresh red leaf--probably Chioggia--mixed inside. 
 
In Treviso, we stopped for lunch at a baked potato restaurant. Our table ordered a really decent 
salad with chopped Treviso, baby leaves, roasted squash, pine nuts, and soft, creamy burrata. 
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My baked potato had sliced hot porchetta, fresh soft cheese, and chopped tardivo with aged 
balsamic vinegar on it.  
 
I also ate a radicchio cookie at a bakery in Treviso that was a sweet mild shortbread with tiny 
chopped up pieces of Treviso inside.  
 
I love how with the little "del campo" types--the little tiny ones that weren't forced--were served 
with the root on. They were mild and sweet. 
 
 
Here are some more ideas for how to use radicchio. These are recipes collected for the 
Radicchio Zine that was put together for the 2019 Sagra di Radicchio in Seattle, Washington 
(part of chicoryweek.com). The Sagra grew from work that Lane Selman at the Culinary 
Breeding Network has been doing bringing farmers, chefs, and seed breeders together, and an 
on-farm chicory celebration that Local Roots Farm in Duval, Washington had put on for a 
number of years. The 2020 Radicchio Expedition has its roots in this event. 
 
Puntarelle alla Romana 
Serves 4-6  
Puntarelle alla Romana is a classic Roman dish using puntarelle, the shoots of a type of chicory called 
Cicoria Catalogna. Puntarelle is crunchy and has a bitter flavour. It is prepared using the traditional tool, 
called a tagliapuntarelle to shred the puntarelle into very thin slices, then seasoned with garlic, anchovies 
and vinegar. 
 
A head of Puntarelle 
5 anchovy fillets 
2 tablespoons red wine vinegar 
2 cloves of garlic 
5 tablespoons olive oil 
Salt & freshly ground pepper to taste Squeeze of fresh lemon juice (optional)  
 
Prepare the puntarelle by filling a large bowl with ice-cold water and having it on hand. Pull the hollow 
bulbs from the head of puntarelle and pull away the leaves. If available use a tagliapuntarelle to shred 
the puntarelle. Otherwise, cut each bulb lengthwise into thin slices until you have a pile of thin strips. 
Now drop these into the ice water and let them soak for about an hour to become crisp and beautifully 
curly-cue. 
While the puntarelle is soaking, make the dressing. First cut the anchovies into small pieces and mix with 
the vinegar to let rest and soak up flavor. 
Using a mortar and pestle, pound the garlic with a pinch of salt until it makes a paste. Mash the 
anchovies and vinegar into the garlic paste until well incorporated. Now drizzle in the olive oil slowly to 
emulsify the dressing. Taste and adjust with salt & pepper, and possibly a squeeze of lemon if needed. 
Let the dressing sit for a few minutes to let the flavors incorporate. Drain the puntarelle and dry the 
leaves using a salad spinner. Alternatively, you can dry the leaves by rolling in a towel and squeezing 
gently.  
Toss the curly puntarelle leaves in the dressing and enjoy fresh! 
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Apple and Radicchio Salad with Maple Molasses Pecans 
By Chef Tom Douglas, from Tom’s Big Dinners, Morrow, 2003 Serves 6-8  
There are so many varieties of apples in the supermarket or at the Farmers Markets right now, so go 
ahead and use whatever you like: Granny Smith, Braeburn, Cameo, Gala, or Fuji to name a few. For the 
salad greens, feel free to substitute whatever chicories and endives you can find, such as the lovely 
Castelfranco which has beautiful cream colored round heads splashed with wine-red. 
11⁄2 teaspoons minced shallots 2 tablespoons sherry vinegar 11⁄2 teaspoons honey 
11⁄2 teaspoons Dijon mustard 6 tablespoons olive oil  
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper 
12 cups loosely packed arugula leaves, stems trimmed, washed and dried 1⁄2 medium head radicchio, 
cored, leaves separated, washed, dried, and torn into bite size pieces 
1 Belgian endive, sliced in half, cored, and cut into 1⁄2 inch strips 
11⁄2 medium apples, cored but not peeled 
1⁄4 lemon 
Maple molasses pecans (see recipe below)  
To make the vinaigrette, combine the shallots, vinegar, honey, and mustard in a small bowl. Gradually 
whisk in the olive oil. Season to taste with salt and pepper. 
In a large bowl, combine the arugula, radicchio, and endive. Cut the apple into thin slices and add them 
to the bowl. Toss with enough vinaigrette to lightly coat everything, and season to taste with salt, 
pepper, and a squeeze of lemon.  
Divide the salad among 8 salad plates, or pile into a large shallow decorative bowl, and garnish with the 
pecans.  
  
Maple Molasses Pecans 
By Chef Tom Douglas, from Tom’s Big Dinners, Morrow, 2003 Makes about 2 cups  
2 tablespoons honey 
2 tablespoons pure maple syrup 
1 teaspoon molasses 
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract 
Pinch salt 
1⁄2 pound pecan halves 
1 tablespoon unsalted butter, melted  
Preheat the oven to 375°F, and line a baking pan with a piece of parchment paper sprayed with 
vegetable oil spray. (Or you can line your baking pan with a flexible non-stick baking sheet such as 
Silpat, and omit the vegetable oil spray.)  
Combine the honey, maple syrup, molasses, vanilla, and salt in a large bowl. Add the pecans and toss to 
combine well. Spread the pecans in a single layer on the prepared baking sheet. Bake for 15 minutes, 
stirring the nuts with a wooden spoon half way through the cooking time. Remove the pecans from the 
oven and pour them into a bowl. Stir in the melted butter, then spread the pecans out on a clean baking 
sheet lined with parchment to cool. 
Note: The pecans will keep at least 4 days in an airtight container at room temperature. 
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Insalata Nostrana By Chef Cathy Whims, Nostrana 
Serves 6-8 
*This recipe was adapted from one that appeared in the Seattle Times in 2014 
This is the classic salad that introduced (and then hooked) at least a decade’s worth of Portlanders to 
radicchio. It was created by chef Cathy Whims of Nostrana and is still one of our favorites. It is wonderful 
with the Rosso di Verona, but any radicchio will do. Try it as a bed for a roast chicken. 
 
2 large heads of radicchio, such as Rossa di Verona 3 cups cubed focaccia bread or crusty country bread 
4 tablespoons unsalted butter 
1 teaspoon chopped fresh sage 
1 teaspoon chopped fresh rosemary 
2 cloves garlic 
3 tablespoons red wine vinegar 
2 tablespoons white wine 
2 tablespoons mayonnaise 
4 or 5 oil-packed anchovy fillets, finely chopped 
1 cup extra virgin olive oil 
black pepper 
1⁄2 cup grated Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese  
 
Break apart radicchio into 1 1⁄2-inch pieces and soak in ice cold water for at least 30 minutes, but up to 2 
hours. Meanwhile, prepare the croutons and dressing. Baker the bread cubes in a 375°F oven on a large 
baking sheet until toasted; about 10 to 15 minutes. Melt the butter in a medium saucepan, add the sage 
and rosemary, and cook until fragrant. Turn off the heat, add the toasted bread cubes and toss well. Let 
them cool. 
To make the dressing, add the garlic, vinegar, wine, mayonnaise, anchovies, olive oil, and pepper to a 
food processor or blender and process until emulsified. You could also do this in a mortar & pestle with 
a little more time and elbow grease. Season to taste. When you’re ready to serve, drain the radicchio 
and dry well in a salad spinner. Place the leaves in a large salad bowl and toss to coat with the dressing. 
Add the croutons and a generous shower of Parmigiano-Reggiano shavings.  
 
Radicchio Risotto 
Adapted from Martha Rose Shulman for The New York Times Makes 4-6  
Try it with one of the more bitter varieties like Rosa del Veneto if you can find it. 
 
2 quarts chicken stock 
1 onion, minced 
1⁄2 cup dry white wine 
2 tablespoons parsley 
1 1⁄2 cups risotto rice, such as arborio or carnaroli 
2 heads radicchio, quartered cored and cut crosswise in thin slivers  
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil 2 garlic cloves, minced 
1⁄4 cup parmesan cheese 
Freshly ground pepper to taste  
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Start by preparing an ice bath for the radicchio. Cut each head in half and core them. Let the radicchio 
soak in the ice water for about a half hour. 
In the meantime, put your stock in a saucepan and bring it to a simmer over low heat. Season it to taste, 
and keep a ladle handy because you’re going to need it when you start the risotto process.  
Heat the olive oil over medium heat. Add the onions and let them cook slowly. Add a pinch of salt and 
keep stirring until they’re translucent, but 
not brown. Add the rice and garlic and stir until the rice crackles and the grains separate. Add the wine 
and stir until it absorbs. 
Now begin adding the simmering stock, a few ladlefuls at a time. Each time you add stock, it should just 
cover the rice and be slightly creamy and bubbly. Stir often to keep it from sticking to the bottom and let 
it cook until the liquid is almost completely absorbed, but don’t wait so long that the rice gets dry. Drain 
the radicchio and add it to the rice. At that point, add another ladleful or two of stock and stir until 
almost dry, then do it again and again until the stock is gone (or nearly so) and the rice is tender and 
creamy and full of flavor. If you run out of stock and the rice still needs more cooking, add warm water in 
the same fashion until done. Add a bit more hot liquid (stock or hot water) and all the parmesan cheese. 
Stir well and taste to adjust seasonings. Before serving, garnish with fresh parsley. 

 
Focaccia with Radicchio & Figs 
By Adrian Hale, Thousand Bites of Bread Makes 2 loaves  
This simple bread can be started first thing in the morning, and with very little effort, be ready for the 
dinner table. For most of the day it lazily lounges about the kitchen developing flavor while you’re off 
toiling. This forgiving dough can even be tucked away in the fridge for up to a day. If you keep a 
sourdough starter, use it instead of instant yeast for rounder, more complex flavor. If not, no worries. 
This bread develops slowly and has time to come into its own.  
 
300 grams stone ground sifted flour or all purpose (2 1⁄2 cups) 
250 grams water (about 1 cup) 
2.5 grams instant yeast (1⁄2 teaspoon) or 15 grams sourdough starter 10 grams sea salt 
1 head of radicchio, shredded 
6 fresh figs, sliced 
1 sprig rosemary, chopped 
120 milliliters olive oil (1⁄2 cup) 
Flake salt and freshly ground pepper to taste  
 
First thing in the morning, mix the flour, water, and yeast (or sourdough starter) in a medium bowl. Using 
your hands, gently mix it around until you don’t feel any dry flour clinging to the bowl. Flours vary in how 
much hydration they can handle. This dough is best when made pretty wet and supple. You want it to be 
somewhere between a batter and a loose dough. If it’s stiff at all, add another 50 grams of water. Cover 
with a kitchen towel and let rest at room temperature for 15-30 minutes.  
After the dough has rested, add the salt and mix around with your hands again until it’s well 
incorporated. Let rest for another 15-30 minutes. 
For the next hour or so, you’re going to stretch and fold the dough every so often to help give it 
structure and develop the gluten. I usually do this every 30 minutes for up to two hours, but if you have 
to get somewhere, don’t fret over it. Every 30 minutes, moisten your hands with a little water and loosen 
the dough from the sides of the bowl by reaching a hand under the mass of dough and stretching it up 
to fold over itself.  
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Turn the bowl a bit and do it again about 8 times until you’ve gone all the way around the bowl. Cover 
with a kitchen towel and let rest. After you’ve done this about 3 times with 20-30 minute rests in 
between, cover with a towel and let it rest at room temperature for 6-8 hours. 
If you don’t have time to sit around for all this folding, no worries. Just do it as often as you can and 
leave it be the rest of the time. It will turn out just fine as a no-knead process, as well.  
When you’re ready to bake, preheat the oven to 450°F. Using two 9-inch cake pans or pie plates. Using 
1⁄4 cup of oil, divide it among both pans to coat the bottom of each. It will be more than typically used 
to grease a pan, and will pool up a bit and smell for a moment like the Italian countryside. With the rest 
of the oil, mix the radicchio, figs and rosemary and toss to coat with the remaining oil. 
Turn the dough onto a lightly floured surface and cut into two equal portions. Gently shape each portion 
into a round by folding in the corners and lightly pressing out in the bulging parts. Plop each round of 
dough, fold side up, into a prepared pan. This will coat the top with olive oil. Turn the dough over and 
press gently from the middle to the edges to reshape. It’s okay if the dough doesn’t come all the way to 
the edges. Top with the radicchio mixture and sprinkle with a generous pinch of flake salt.  
Bake at 450°F for 25 minutes until the top is golden brown and the edges are sizzling with olive oil. Cool 
for about an hour before slicing if you can help it. These will stay fresh at room temperature for a day or 
two. They also freeze wonderfully. Simply let them thaw and crisp them up in a 350°F oven for about 10 
minutes. Savor with delight and gratitude. 

 
Sausage Radicchio Soup 
from Adrian Hale, Thousand Bites of Bread Serves 4-6 
We love Italian Wedding Soup, but who has the time? This riff on it originally comes from Martha 
Stewart, but we’ve made it chock full of chicory. It comes together quickly for a satisfying first course, or 
even makes a great busy weeknight meal.  
 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
1 pound bulk Italian sausage 
3 stalks celery, sliced 
1 onion, diced 
1⁄2 cup dried lentils 
2 quarts chicken broth 
1 head radicchio, such as Castelfranco or Variegata di Lusia, torn into pieces Salt & pepper to taste 
Hunk of Parmigiano-Reggiano for grating 
2 teaspoons balsamic vinegar  
 
In a large pot, heat the olive oil over medium-high heat. Add the sausage and cook, stirring often to 
break apart, until golden brown on the edges. Add the celery and onion and cook until soft. Add the 
lentils and broth and bring to a boil. Reduce to a simmer, cover, and cook until lentils and vegetables 
are tender, about 25 minutes. 
Add the radicchio and season with salt & pepper. Cover and keep simmering until the radicchio wilts, 
about 5 to 10 minutes. 
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Boozy Winter Vegetable Cake 
from Adrian Hale, Thousand Bites of Bread Serves 10 to 12 
Try this twist on a classic carrot cake that uses parsnips and radicchio to give it heft. This is a simple 
bundt cake that can be served either for breakfast or with afternoon tea, or even after a weeknight 
dinner. It gets better with age.  
 
For the cake: 
3 sticks butter 
1⁄2 pound parsnips, peeled and cut into chunks 
1⁄4 to 1⁄2 pound radicchio, cored and shredded 
2 1⁄2 cups stone ground sifted flour or unbleached all-purpose flour 1 1⁄2 teaspoons baking powder 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon freshly ground nutmeg 
1 1⁄4 cups sugar 
1⁄2 cup light brown sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1⁄4 cup rum or bourbon 
4 large eggs 
1 cup walnuts (or your favorite nut), toasted and coarsely chopped  
 
Heat the oven to 350°F. 
First things first, put the butter into a large skillet and turn the heat to high. You’re about to brown the 
butter, and there is no more luxurious act in the kitchen than to make browned butter. It’s like a quick 
and dirty love affair that leaves you lingering in a sensual afterglow, but wanting more. So much more. 
It’s best to use a stainless steel pan for this act, lest you let things go a little too far. When that happens, 
the butter will be burned and spent, and the love affair is over. Don’t take too much time here. Let the 
butter do its thing, but as soon as it reaches perfection, pull it off the heat into a bowl to rest and catch 
its breath. 
Oh yeah, prepare your pan. Have a nonstick 15-cup bundt pan or a 10x5 loaf pan at the ready. If you’re 
feeling a little uneasy about the release of this cake, use protection by buttering and flouring for good 
measure.  
For the parsnips, you have a choice. If you feel like hauling out the food processor, this will make quick 
and easy work of them. Simply zip them through with a regular blade until they’re finely chopped, but 
not yet a paste. If you’d rather leave the food processor in the cabinet (or don’t own one), take a little 
time to grate the parsnips or chop them finely by hand. Either way, they’ll make a fine, moist cake with 
sweet earthen undernotes that can only be obtained from being plucked out of the ground in late winter 
or early spring. Mix them with the shredded radicchio and set aside. 
In a small bowl, combine the flour, baking powder, baking soda, salt, and nutmeg. In another larger 
bowl, whisk the sugar, brown sugar, vanilla, rum (or bourbon), and eggs until pale and frothy. Now 
you’re ready to unite all these ingredients into a spicy, spirited cake that could rival any prohibition era 
confection. Emulsify the egg mixture with the brown butter by gradually adding the butter to the eggs 
while constantly whisking. When this looks velvety and smooth, stir in the flour mixture just until 
combined and no lumps remain. Add the walnuts and grated vegetable mixture. Stir to combine. 
Scoop your batter into the prepared pan and bake for 1 hour and 10 minutes, rotating the pan halfway 
through cooking time. 
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Remove from the oven and let the cake cool in the pan on a wire rack for about 20 minutes. Invert the 
pan to release the cake and let cool completely. 
I like this cake best when served with a smudge of sweetened cream cheese. Or better yet, mascarpone 
whipped with a little honey. Savor with delight and gratitude. 
 


